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. Foreword
"Take away
the art of
Writing
from this world,
and you
will probably
take away
its glory."

Les Natchez
(1826)

The South Campus Script was first published in 1985 in response to an obvious and
urgent need to motivate and encourage excellence in writing among TCJC students and
to give writing greater importance. Almost as obvious was the opportunity to achieve
both better writing and more emphasis upon it in high schools, colleges, and universities.
The Script and High School Writing Committees recognize, of course, that what may be
of immediate concern to beginning writers will also hold interest for more experienced
writers.
We thank each student for their interest, time, efforts, motivation, creativity and communication. Congratulations to each writer selected for the inclusion in the fourth
publication of The South Campus Script.
I can not conclude this foreword without expressing my great appreciation for the time,

thought, and judgment given over four years by the members of the Communications
Department Script Committee and this years student illustrators (Hugo R. Nue and
Tony Slagle). I am grateful to the Script Committee Chairman for having brought that
vision to focus by putting the publication together and to all who contributed to the
success of this years publication of The South Campus Script magazine.
Finally, to the students who participated in this year's contest ... it is my hope that this
publication will continue to prove helpful in the ranks of high schools, colleges, and
universities, and that it will advance, in some measure, the cause of good writing.
For ... " To Know is Nothing at All.
To
Imagine
Is
Everything"
First of all, read and enjoy The South Campus Script

Dr. Delores Simpson
Chairperson, Humanities and Communications Division
Acting Chairperson, Communications Department
Tarrant County Junior College South Campus
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FRAGILE FLUip IN CRYSTAL CHALICE
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This fragile fluid in crystal chalice.
--Todd A. Pe triscak
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Below surface red and bold and tempting
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STREET PEOPLE

TODAY

Alley wise, tough eyes,
Urchin, wandering the streets.
Closer than yesterday
Brave heart, horse smart,
I'll be to you.
Child who seldom eats.
That's a line I used to use
for reasons of valor
Blood eyes, no ties,
and heart.
Man dwells in a box.
Awkward offerings
Soiled clothes, r e d nose,
often go unnoticed these days,
Student of hard knocks.
to compound want
of life
Blank stare, white hair,
and
Lady of a strange mind .
muse.
Filled bag, jowls sag,
--Brent Taylor Robinson
Friends disown h e r kind.

Calm eyes, heart cries,
He treated them as kin.
God's Son, sent One,
Through me, love all men.
--Nolana Dee Paslay
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POTATOES AND BEANS
Lisa Burk

How can one learn personally about poverty? Go ahead and try to
raise a family on $157 a month. One can learn really fast that way.
I unfortunately had the experience of finding out.
I just had my second go-round with back surgery. I thought I would
be able to go back to work within a few weeks of it, but I was terribly
wrong. Unexpected problems came up, causing me to give up any ideas I
had of ever going back to work.
Since I had no source of income, I was forced into accepting Aid
for Families with Dependent Children -- a polite name for welfare. Each
month, I, my son, and our four cats received $157 to live on. In addition
to the A.F.D.C., we also received $130 in food stamps, free medical care
under the Medicaid program and federally subsidized housing.
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In order to keep a roof over our heads, I had to move my family into
the first apartment that became available. It was a poor ly-lit, cramped
roach.-infested, two-bedroom apartment located in Arlington. Even though
I was angry about having to force my family to live in such a place, I
really had no choice in the matter. My back problem caused me excruciating
pain which prevented me from moving, let alone walking, so I could not
earn any money for a better place. I had to take whatever I could get.
Although my rent was taken care of by the city, I still had to deal with
the monthly electric bill . It cost anywhere from $80-$100 a month to heat
and cool our tiny apartment. The reason for the exorbitant amount came
from the only source of heating and cooling I had available, two twentyyear old, jery-rigged, rattle-trap air/heating window units. They were
practically useless, but the management refused to replace them.
We were fortunate enough to supplement our meager income with food
stamps . The $130 we received made a big impact on our lives. On $157 a
month, I could not afford to buy food without the added help the food
stamps gave . Even so, the shopping was done only once a month, and only
after I had clipped every coupon that I could possibly find. We could
not ' afford to buy most of the foods we had enjoyed in the past, such as,
steak, hamburger, ice cream, and my son ' s favorite, apples. We never did
go hungry, but I do have to admit, a person can get awfuliy tired of eating
the same thing almost every day. Potatoes and beans became dirty words
around our house. A funny thing did happen with our eat 's appetites. To
this day the cats will devour a bowl of potatoes with butter in nothing flat.
I believe that poverty hits everyone hard, but it hits the children
the ' hardest. Children just can not understand why there is not enough
money to buy the things they want, let alone need. My son, Restin)was
no exception. We would be doing our monthly shopping when a toy would
catch his eye. He would beg and plead with me to buy it for him. I had
to say no even though I knew how badly he wanted it. If I got it for him,
there would not be enough money left over to pay the bills with.
Looking over that time in my life, I feel that I have learned more
than I cared to about poverty. Pove~ty is a devastating experience. It
is too bad that most people do not realize how degrading it is to "go on
the dole" in order to survive. When given a choice, people will do everything in their power to upgrade their standard of living. Poverty is not
a viable alternative.
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My initial confrontation with depression was a mild reactive
one which slightly hindered my abilities to sleep, eat, and hope.
All of a sudden, two days later I found myself in a self-influenced
state of mania. I put on my smiling fpce and forcefully motivated
myself. My theory was if I acted happy, I would eventually be happy.
I pretended to be happy for two month~ and I was great for the morale
of the other patients . I impressed my doctor, therapist, and family
by projecting a gooo attitude. However, my counselor was not so
easily impressed, so she put me through a rehabilitation program
where I battled depression for two and a half months.
The battle began shortly after I arrived at the rehabilitation
center. I made the decision to stay busy, in order not to have time
to feel sorry for myself. My daily activities which I used to alter
my depressing thoughts only enabled depression to camouflage its dark
hideous face. The act of camouflaging gave depression an advantage,
due to the element of surprise. Depression then attacked me like a
large panther with silent powerpacked blows. This sadness pounded
me into a constant intense stream of self-pity and sorrow. However,
' the battle remained a secret, for I continued to project a false
healthy attitude whenever anyone else was present.

THE WAR AGAINST DEPRESSION
Anthony Douglas

Although for most people depression has been nothing more than
a brief encounter with bad feelings, depression can be a horrifying
mental terrorist capable of destroying hope and cheer in the strongest of wills. However, even depression at such an intense level can
be overcome when extremely strong support structures are available.
The act that triggered my truly painful fight against depression was
a gunshot wound which I received on April 6, 1987, outside a convenience store. "Do you have change for a dollar?" which I asked the man
who shot me was the spark that ignited this destructive reply. Though
there are only two answers to this particular question, I found out
there are many different ways to respond, and his response proved to
be damaging. The 22-caliber bullet punctured my left lung and
eventually ceased motion in my spinal column. I was immediately
paralyzed; moreover, today the same bullet prevents me from walking,
for it still lies in the upper part of my spinal cord. Even though
my getting shot was a tremendously discouraging incident, the most
traumatic events ~ere yet to come.
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I was able to convince everyone except myself that I was doing
fine. I was finally released from the rehabilitation center. I
went home where depression enveloped me like a drenched blanket
because there was nothing to fill my days. I was surrounded by the
repulsive smell of sadness. The scent was very similar to the one
found in nursing homes and hospitals. I could feel the cold wet
hands of depression sticking to me like syrup, preventing me from
leaving the dark gloomy corridors of low self-confidence. As a
result of the unrelenting attacks of worthlessness, my explosive
resentful attitude began to show. I felt like the ugly offspring
of some confused duck, for I destroyed my only sources of support,
as I lost most of my friends in the name of depression. In all
honesty, I had become a decorated P.O.D.: "Prisoner of Depression."
Depression, in my opinion, has been and is the strongest enemy
of mankind and should be regarded as such. With this idea in mind,
I began to rebuild my support structures. I knew that I needed a
strong defense and a well-planned strategy. I armed my perimeter
with small weapons such as school, household chores, and recreational
activities. I furnished my second line of defenses with heavy
artillery consisting of friends, relatives, and weekly support group
meetings. I also had one last line of defense; I booby trapped my
immediate area with raw self-confidence and self-motivators such as
personal compliments.
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The defensive preparation was vital for me to overcome this
severe case of emotional despair. The war against depression has
been fought more often than any other war in the history of mankind.
Now that my support structures are stronger, I am prepared for the
many future battles against depression. I, being a well-trained
soldier, remembered Sgt. Brown saying, "Don't get caught sleeping,
soldier, and never expect anything, but be ready for it all." I
then placed a large poster of my personal and academic goals on my
bedroom wall for reinforcement. Today my life is emotionally stable,
and I have never had more confidence in myself. However, I will
never be able to forget that dreadful feeling of hopelessness. The
war against depression is like the constant bites of spines as one
runs through thorny gardens. Although depression has been beaten
many times, numerous confrontations are inevitable. Therefore, I
will battle depression again, but it will never defeat me again,
for I am now on the offensive and at least two steps ahead of
depression.

LAST CROSSING
Gail Elliott Clark

He was a pie-sized box turtle crossing the road,
midway through my lane in his approach to the center line-half-way mark of success--and as I quickly adjusted my
space on the road to straddle him, he swiftly jerked his
head inside his shell. He was safe in my calculated
passing over and I verbally wished him luck in his journey
when, at that same instant, I became aware of the pick-up
truck :eflected in my side mirror. Oh please, God, surely
the dr~ver can see a turtle so very large as this one and
avoid a strike in time--such a simple maneuver. But no.
The front left tire hit as if by predetermined aim, hurling
the hapless creature skyward, as if some lightweight roadside garbage.
I U-turned as soon as possible and drove slowly until
I found the body on the side of the road, the intended
destination. The old-timer had landed upside down, shell
broken as easily as an egg dropped on a tile floor--busted
up like some cheap, brittle plastic toy smacked against a
concrete surface.
His wrinkled green-grey legs clawed the air in confused
agony and beautiful pink, perfectly formed insides rested on
the shattered belly shell, and blood, red like mine, flowed
freely from his neck and back. When I tried to lift him,
the shell was so disjointed that I hardly could, but I grew
determined he would not pass from life on searing black
pavement, head writhing, bent awkwardly back in a torturous
position.
In his delicate condition, I could not move him far--just
far enough to rest in the cool grass, belly down, to die in
painful dignity.
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NIGHT FLI GHT WITH SINGING

Its wings shed fear
With every noiseless beat.
I nsect it seemed, yet he knew all along
It was immortal, or was nearly so.
By day its power
Was less than any normal butterfly's,
And he sought futile mastery.
Gingerly
He folded those bright wings, trying
To do no harm , but
The scales came off on his clumsy fingers
As he folded once , and then in violent fear
Once more , and yet again; they didn't break,
But the whole tiny bundle fit
In a tie tack box.
Antennae feebly waved--sorry, li t tle enemy,
I can ' t help this , he murmured,
And snapped the spring lid shut .
He taped it with strong tape, enclosed the box
Within a larger box , taping that too,
Followed by yet more boxes, finally
Nailing the lids down tight
To slow the ineluctable
Terrible emergence.
Then he held the box
Tightly, so tightly ,
Fearing to sleep or die
This night when power would wear this insect ' s wings
And song would issue from it as it flew,
As men sou ght cover from they knew not what .
Dawn came. His weak attempt
Had fa i led, as he had known it wou ld
Whi l e nail i ng lids .
He'd s lept at last, and othe r s had come in
To free his pretty captive venom elf .
He heard it now , a-flut t er at his window,
Want ing back in.
A moment only, he looked out the window ,
Looked at the ruined town, knowing
That other towns were bloody wrecks as well,
And that the wor l d would wake
To carnage everywhere
If any but he woke in the wide world .
He held it gently, wondering shou ld he bother
To cage it now
I ts work was done.

USE OF SETTING IN "A & P" TO REVEAL THE
MAIN CHARACTER'S ATTITUDE TOWARD HIS ENVIRONMENT
Jeri Petersen

John Updike unfolds the setting of his story "A & P"
through the eyes of a teenage narrator . The setting ac t ually
shapes and reflects the main character's attitude toward life
and his interpretation of events within the story. With
indifference typical of youth, nineteen- year-old Sammy describes
the town and the grocery store where the action takes place.
Predictably, his interest lies in the people around him, and
he describes them in vivid youthful slang. The way he talks
about his town, the store where he works, the townspeople, and
the three girls mirrors his sentiments about his environment.
How he treats these different elements exposes his feelings
toward the life he lives and one he would like to experience .

- William A. Hol t
Associa t e Professor , English
SOUTH CAMPUS

TARRANT COUNTY JUNIOR CO LLEGE DISTRICT
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The action takes place in a small town north of Boston,
five miles from a beach which boasts a big summer colony out on
the Point. Sammy describes a stereotypical American town: two
banks, a Congregational church, a newspaper store, and three
real estate offices, all visible from the A & P in the center of
town. These elements represent commerce, religion, and basic
freedoms--institutions essential to American society, but dull
and boring to a youth of nineteen. The only excitement in town
is the sewer breaking on Central Street, causing "about twentyseven old freeloaders" to scurry up the street. By contrast,
an exciting, unknown world lies just beyond the safe, dull town,
but Sammy's failure to describe the summer colony indicates he
knows little about it.
The A & P is also an American institution. Sammy gives
little physical description of the store other than to mention
the "checker-board green-and-cream rubber-tile floor," the
"stacked packages" of food, and the automatic doors. But little
description is needed; the average reader is well acquainted
with the local grocery store. It is a familiar social necessity.
But again, to a teenager, the grocery store symbolizes the
routine. However, when three girls (clad only in bathing suits)
appear in the store, Sammy realizes the stark contrast between
the safety of the "institution" and the excitement of the "world
beyond." In the "cool of the A & P, under fluorescent lights,"
the girls appear more conspicuous than they would in the "glare of
the beach."
The townspeople are just as typical as the bank, the church,
and the A & P. Sammy describes the customers with humorous disdain
and youthful bias. He sees one woman as an "old witch, about
fifty with rouge on her cheekbones and no eyebrows." Others are
"house slaves in pincurlers." Sammy portrays a gentleman customer
as "an old party in baggy gray pants." He refers generically
to all the customers as "sheep" or "scared pigs." He describes
the typical woman in town as having "six children and varicose
veins mapping [her] legs" or as "a young married screaming with
her children •.. by the door of a powder-blue Falcon station wagon."
Lengel, his boss, is "dreary" and gives the girls a "Sunday-schoolsuperintendent stare" when they enter his store inappropriately
attired. When Sammy quits, Lengel looks patient, old, and gray;
and after Sammy leaves, Leng~l appears dark gray with his back
stiff like "he's had an injection of iron." The pincurls, plucked
eyebrows, references to the color gray, varicose veins, and the
Falcon station wagon all symbolize the dull, mundane, and unattractive world the "older generation" occupies.
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Into this practical, predictable environment walk three young
girls who dare to defy the norm. Sammy uses slang to describe the
girls, but this time he is complimentary and interested. First
he notices the "chunky one with the goo'd tan" in a green plaid
two-piece swimsuit. He even observes that the suit must be new
because the seam in the bra is sharply creased and the girl's
stomach is pale. He details her physical characteristics such
as h er " broad soft-looking can with those two crescents of' white
just under it" and her "chubby berry-face" with "lips all bunched
together under her nose.'' The second girl is tall with black hair
that "didn't frizz quite right," has a sunburn under her eyes,
and has a chin that is too long. He is most taken with the third
girl he calls "Queenie." She has white skin, long "prima-donna
legs," a "prim face," and "oaky" hair bleached by salt and sun.
When spe speaks, he envisions a scene in her living room where
th e men wear II•1ce cream coats and bow ties" and the women wear
sandals and hold "drinks the color of water with olives and sprigs
of mint in them." He contrasts this society to his own where the
adults enjoy lemonade unless "it's a real racy affair " and then
they drink "Schlitz" from tall glasses stencilled with cartoons.
The girls are exciting, different, and colorful compared to his
own pallid, unattractive surroundings.
In working at the A & P, Sammy is himself part of the
predictable and ordinary. He wears the uniform of the store the apron with his name stitched on a bow tie - in sharp contrast
to the girls who crash this conservative setting in nothing but
bathi~g s~it~. Like the other townspeople, Sammy is shocked by
the g1rls v1olation of the town's implied dress code, but he is
also amused and enticed by it. His vivid descriptio n of the girls
reflects his interest in their world and his desire to be more
daring than those around him, to escape tradition.
In summary, Sammy characterizes his own attitudes through
descriptions of setting. He scorns his town, its institutions,
and his neighbors for their commo~ness. His preoccupation with
physical characteristics--both attractive and unattractive-emphasizes his worldly attitudes. His fascination with the three
girls from the summer colony (two of whom he says are not even
pretty) identifies an attitude that "the grass is always greener
on the other side," just because it is on the other side. John
Updike artfully reveals Sammy's attitudes in a setting made
appealing by youthful perspective.
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Ciardi states that the repetition of the last line turns
"miles to go" and "sleep" into symbols (673). He also remarks
on the possibility of the dark and the snowfall in the poem
being symbols for "a death wish" (673), thereby backing up the
implications of "sleep" as the "final rest" (673). Warren also
links the darkness, snow, and sleep with death calling them
"natural" symbols (Lynen 5). While Lynen does not agree entirely
with Warren's opinion, he does feel that "the reader ••• is
forced to read the poem symbolically, whether he is conscious of
doing so or not" (5). He believes it is the "rural point of
view ••• which offers the key to" Frost's inadvertent symbolism
(7). For Lynen, as well as other critics, Frost's symbols grow
out of his poems and not through them (7). Dabbs came up with
a similar interpretation. He speaks of the "insistent whisper
of death" (Greiner 210) that the poem brings to mind for him.

•

SYMBOLISM OF DEATH
IN ROBERT FROST'S
"STOPPING BY WOODS ON A SNOWY EVENING"
Lynn Anderson

Critics of Robert Frost's "Stopping by Woods on a Snowy
Evening" have argued for decades over the symbolism of the poem
and the duplicity of the word "sleep" in the last lines. A
symbol may be defined as something which stands for itself and
something else (Roberts 100). While most critics agree that
"Stopping by Woods •.. " holds no overt symbolism, many find a
symbolic reading a necessity. Other interpreters, such as
Daniels, find the poem to be a simple "record of experience
to be shared with a reader" (18). The interpretations range
from Ciardi's heavy implication of "a deathwish" (673) to Nat
Henry's statement "that sleep [means] just sleep-no duplicity"
(38), with a few more balanced opinions lying somewhere in
between.
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Daniels, on the other side of the argument, finds interpretations such as these "especially nauseous" (17). He feels
' the poem is simply a joyous celebration of the poet's experience
in writing it and sharing it with his readers (19) and should be
read simply for enjoyment. Frost himself has insisted that
poem "means enough without its being pressed" (Cook 64). In
reference to the death implications of the poem, Frost stated,
"When I write about death, I know it" (Henry 37). While Daniels
simply finds it "ungracious" to try to wring out a "moral
teaching" from the poem (19), Henry objects "vehemently" to the
death wish implications of Ciardi. He warns, "Unless a close
reading yields evidence incontrovertibly against it ••• sleep
[means] just sleep--no duplicity" (38).
But Henry refutes his own interpretation. While objecting
strongly to Ciardi's views and pleading with the reader to "stop
II H
•
enry has originated his own death interpretation·
press1ng,
'
II
that of the little death of abnegation" (38). And despite the
fact that he has often "spoken put against the .•. over-readers"
(Cook 64) of his poem, Frost himself admits " ..• I did have the
feeling it was loaded with ulteriority" (Henry 37). Which
interpretation is the general reader to rely on?
Many of the critics of Frost's "Stopping by Woods ... " find
the reader may choose to read the poem on any level and find
adequate satisfaction. Thompson's views on this interpretation
are perhaps the best. He urges the reader to take what he wants
from the poem and leave the rest.
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"If a reader is satisfied to settle for the specific
as satisfactory in itself, there is nothing to
hinder him from doing so. On the other hand, if he
wishes to continue with the extensions of the
metaphor, there is nothing to hinder him from that
added pleasure." (26)

Whatever level chosen, "Stopping by Woods •.• " can be read
and enjoyed by any and all. Enjoy.
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WARMING THE EARTH
Madeline Smithson

Nasty weather heads for the twenty-first century! Although the
earth has undergone periods of heating and cooling in the past,
scientists now generally agree that it will soon heat up more and
faster than ever before. The resulting climatic changes will have
an enormous effect on the agricultural industry, on the shipping
industry, and on the social and economic outlook of the United
States. Without a doubt, the "greenhouse effect" will prove
detrimental to the quality of life in America.

Thompson, Lawrance. Fire and Ice: The Art and Thought of
Robert Frost. New York: Russell and Russell, Inc., 1961.
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To begin with, the "greenhouse effect" harms, rather than helps,
the agricultural industry. According to meteorologist Harold Taft,
the term, "greenhouse effect," refers to the relentless warming of
the earth brought about by the atmosphere absorbing, rather than
reflecting, the infrared radiation which produces heat. The agricultural industry depends upon a suitable climate and a dependable
growing season. Certainly, the "greenhouse effect" will affect the
climate of the earth; moreover, when the climate changes, critical
variables such as rainfall, wind, and cloud cover also change.
Interiors of continents will tend to get drier; coasts will tend ·
to get wetter. Cold seasons will undoubtedly shorten; warm seasons
will lengthen. Because cloud cover will decrease, the earth will
experience increased evaporation. Increased evaporation results
in drier soils over wider areas. As a result, the once lush, fertile
farmland will soon become barren.

The "greenhouse effect" will put a stop to further migration into
these areas. Because already extremely hot temperatures will rise
even more, people may not wish to live in the Southeast and the
Southwest. According to James Hansen of the Goddard Institute, the
maximum temperature in Dallas could exceed one hundred degrees for
a total of seventy-eight days out of a year; the current average is
nineteen days. Because of a longer, more temperate growing season,
Soviet agriculture would thrive; Russia would no longer be dependent
on the United States for grain. In fact, the United States would
become dependent on Russia for grain; consequently, American could
become economically dependent on the Soviets, and the balance of
power WQ,uld shift. Certainly, the "greenhouse effect" will prove
detrimental to the quality of life in America.

Next, a global warming trend will deliver both a positive and a
negative impact on the shipping industry. If the world as a whole
warms three degrees by mid-century, the northern latitudes would
become eight degrees or more warmer in the winter. If the global
average rises eight degrees, winter temperatures in the higher latitudes could elevate a startling nineteen degrees. Surely the floating
Arctic ice would start to melt; moreover, sea-level would rise. "The
fabled Northwest Passage would be open," says Walt Roberts of the
National Center for Atmospheric Research. "You could sail from Tokyo
to Europe in half the time," states Roberts. Certa inly, shipping
time being reduced lowers shipping costs; consequently, more manufacturers use the shipping industry as a means of transporting their
goods to market. The Great Lakes, the busiest waterway in the world,
could become ice free eleven months out of the year, but the area
would be drier and have much lower water levels. Shipping costs
would rise because deep-raft freighters would be unable to navigate
the lock system; shipping in this area would decline sharply.
Finally, the social and political consequences of the "greenhouse effect" become more difficult to determine. In the 1930's,
the climate caused many Americans to move from the Dust Bowl, the
Midwest, to California; in the 1960's and the 1970's, millions of
people moved from the Northeast to the Sunbelt due to the climate.
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SEVEN BY SEVEN BY SEVEN
Muddling Through a Saturday Breakfast
With Toast, Eggs, Coffee, and
Revelation, Chapter One
This mathernagical apocalypse
Cries the wrong truth.
The old brain's tired; this cataract of words
May wear it out.
Caught in an eastern ray, a mote of dust
Floats wordlessly before me,
Floats into sunlight from the silent shadow.
Men of vast learning speculated here,
Proved themselves fools.
They sold their minds, they waited for the end
And still they wait.
This toast with English marmalade spread thick
Defies my comprehension;
Dully I sit in sunlight and in shadow.
The strange surrealistic images
Confuse the eyes .
Sword tongue, brass feet, and hair as white as wool
And eyes like fire
Have no place here by this chipped coffee mug,
Pot, plates, forks, knives, and napkins
Set here amid the sunlight and the shadow.
Old fiery sage, yours are transcendent truths
About the world,
But I must have one simple earthly truth
About my son.
Fourteen and tall, he wolfs down scrambled eggs;
I watch, and my world steadies.
He grows in both the sunlight and the shadow.
The old doxologies--what alien mind
Can give such praise?
To him be glory and dominion in
What unseen place?
"That shirt looks good on you; it fits just right,"
I venture; he nods gravely
But glad in his own sunshine streaked with shadow.
Baffled by words too hard, I close the book
And put it by.
What sane man tries to wrestle with such texts?
The sports page calls.
And yet a phrase, to him who loves us, seems
To pull me back. He loves us,
Trapped here between the sunlight and the shadow?
Huge formless thoughts well up, hitting my brain
First, then my hand,
Spilling some coffee. Wide awake at last,
I mop it up.
Tomorrow, or perhaps another day,
I'll play the theologian,
When I've more sunlight and a lot less shadow.

ENTRIES
Brenda Ethridge

The old woman walked across the faded linoleum floor. Grasping
the cold doorknob in her feeble hand, she pulled the wooden door
open. The peeling screen door creaked as she stepped out onto the
small cement porch, and she was careful not to let the door slam.
The air was cold, and she kn~w winter would soon be here, her
least favorite time of the year. She gazed up at the bare trees,
sighing. Interrupting the quietness of the yard was old Chief that
sauntered up beside her.
"Hi, boy. How's you today, huh?"
waited for his usual pat on the head.

Walking on, the old woman and her dog crossed to the car shed,
the trail worn for many years of passing.

--William A. Holt
Associate Professor, English
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Chief wagged his tail and
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The shed was bolted tight, the cars sleeping peacefully inside
for many years now. She could not drive, and there was no one to
use the old vehicles.
As she looked on the windowsill of the shed, she checked her
glass rain gauge. The metal around the gauge was rusty for the
gauge had sat in its spot for many years, held by a single nail.
"Half inc~ of rain, Chief. Better put that down." From her
apron pocket she drew a thick, black journal and a pencil nub and
carefully recorded the date and half inch of precipitation.
She closed the book and placed it back in her apron pocket.
Taking the gauge from its metal holder, she emptied the water onto
'the ground and replaced the fragile gauge in its familiar spot.
For eight years she had recorded the rain in her book, never
missing a single sprinkle. Once, with pride and accomplishment,
she had told a stranger about her entries, only the stranger had not
understood, remarking the weather bureau kept records of such things
for many more years than she had, and all one need to do was to
phone them for the information. So now only Chief was given the
valuable information .
As she treaded back to the white frame house, she gazed at the
large yard,thinking of the children that used to run over its grass.
Patting her notebook as to find some comfort in its consistency,
she went into her house.
Her gray hair was pulled tightly back from her thin face, and
her faded, flowery dress was neatly pressed. Going about her chores,
she took the small laundry basket to the sagging clothes line out
back. As she passed the shed, she gazed at the sill that held the
gauge and went on her way.
She carefully hung each piece of clothing in an orderly manner
as she had always done. They would not dry quickly as the damp,
cold air hinted at the new season. "Well. Chief, all done. Let's
get you some breakfast."
The dog followed the old woman into the house, and she took
out the old, checkered bowl that she had ordered from the coupon
off the back of the dog food box long ago. She filled it carefully
and then prepared herself something to eat as well.
After she ate, the woman carefully washed her few dishes, putting
them away in the large cabinets that contained many dishes for few
mouths to feed. From the kitchen window, she could see the shed and
the sill with the gauge.
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She could also see the road from the window. On rare days, a
car would come. She would hear it before it came into view, and
she waited with anticipation at the first sound of the engine, until
the car passed on by, probably going on to the lake for fishing or
boating. After the car would pass, her eyes would rest on the gauge.
The old lady checked her supply of groceries, not wanting to be
caught short handed, knowing the escorted trips to town were far
between. Though once looked on with joy, they now seemed to be
forced, and she was hurried so as to not have time to talk to the
neighbors in the store, as if the visit was merely for necessity
instead of the social event that it was intended to be.
~ As the day was getting colder, she lit the small gas heater with
a match from the rusty tin can on the shelf above the heater. The
shelf contained pictures of many smiling faces of all ages that had
come mainly in Christmas cards to replace a holiday visit. They
' should be dusted, she thought, but she knew Chief wouldn't mind.
She really shouldn't let him lie on the sofa either, she insisted,
but did not raise a hand to remove him.

The basket of mending was close at hand, and she sat down to
tackle the job. As she patched a hole in a worn apron, she turned on
her radio. Only once a day, shortly before lunch, was the radio
turned on. She listened to the weatherman's voice for news of
· approaching clouds.
After the sewing was done, she dug in the workroom for some
sweet potatoes grown in her garden. Several doors opened to the
workroom, but they remained closed now. She glanced toward them,
then her hand glided into her pocket, touching the black notebook,
and she looked away.
Sitting down to her lunch, she found she had little appetite.
Eating sometimes seemed like a nabit rather than a necessity. She
glanced around the large table~but no eyes met hers, and she went
to the sink to wash her dishes.

After lunch, she crossed the yard, gazing to the side at the
grown up orchard. The apple tree. would probably not live through
the winter, she thought.
Moving through the broken-down, wooden gate, she crossed the
small dirt road and opened the sagging mailbox. She carefully
removed the daily newspaper and went back to her sitting room. Chief
remained outside.
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She used to always keep Chief on a chain, when he was out, so
he would not disappea~ too, but she felt it was no use to try to
make things stay where they hadn't wanted to stay, and had set old
Chief free. He didn't seem to much want to go anywhere. Only, she
knew she shouldn't get too accepting of the idea that he would always
be there.

l

During the next few days, the old woman did not go out much. It
was very cold, and there didn't seem to be the necessity. After each
meal, she would go to the sink to wash •her dishes and gaze through the
window. She seldom looked toward the shed, but to the road, and her
heart quickened when a motor was heard in the distance, each time to
pass her by.

Inside, she checked the paper for the news. The first thing
she always noticed was the weather box on the front page telling of
the upcoming forecast. Next, she turned the paper over to the back
to skim the obituaries. It was not unusual to find two or three she
had known here. The insides were saved for last.

The one time the woman did go out each day was to get her Daily
News. When the box on the front page reflected clear skies, she
released a sigh of relief. She made sure the paper agreed with the
radio broadcaster to be sure there was no chance of rain.

The afternoon was filled with common chores, sweeping the worn
linoleum and boiling corn or peas for supper. She would also check
to see that her bankbook was in order and that she hadn't left a
light on or a heater lit in any of the rooms. When everything was
done, the fall pecans could be shelled for the holidays. There was
sure to be a visit this year, and she wanted to have plenty of pecans
ready.

However, the next day, as the old woman took her dishes to the
sink after her unusually light lunch, she heard a small sound on the
roof. ~ Her eyes would not look through the glass. Instead, she kept
them fixed on the water below. The old woman did not feel like her
regular chores that afternoon, but lay upon her bed, the black note1book clutched in her hands. She closed her eyes and tried not to
hear the sound of the raindrops outside.

When night came, the house was closed and locked. Wearing her
thin robe and cloth slippers, she strolled to the back door and flipped
the yard light on for one last look around before retiring. The light
shone on the glass rain gauge, and she turned out the light.

After the rain, the heavens opened,casting the sun's golden rays
on the yard, reflecting off the broken gauge on the sill. Just then,
a car pulled into the drive past the broken gate. The visitor did not
notice no one was at the window, nor did he notice the busted rain
gauge on the sill of the shed.

As the old lady lay down in her feather bed, she looked to the
wooden chair back where the apron hung with the notebook tucked inside.
Then, she drifted off to sleep.
As the winter continued, the old lady passed each day in her usual
On this particular day, the paper and the radio had both forecas~a very cold night with freezing temperatures.
The old lady took
out an extra quilt for her bed, for she had plenty of extras now.
way.

When morning came~ in her usual way, the old woman embarked out
onto the porch. She was glad she had chosen her heavy jacket, for the
ice in the puddle reminded her of the weatherman's previous day's
warning. An unusually cold winter for our county, she thought, as she
traveled the worn path to the shed. As she reached for the glass rain
gauge, the wrinkled hand stopped short. The fragmented pieces lay
around the sill in their coating of ice. The old woman turned and went
back inside.
That afternoon the old woman checked her bankbook, although she
already knew there was enough for a new rain gauge. She listened
carefully for the car to come.
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Wasn't it ironic, she thought, that all of the things she had
missed going through in her husband's death two years ago, she was
now experiencing with his brother's death. This time it was she
who discovered the body. This time she notified all the relatives.
This time she handled all the funeral arrangements.
This was the last brother of five.
were so many of her family and friends.
Who would find her, and where?

They were all gone now, as
When would it be her turn?

Someone else had found her husband. She had been away from
home the hour he died. He was outside, sitting next to the pool
he had built long ago for their two children. He never swam in
the ~ool. He chlorinated it. He vacuumed it faithfully every hot
summer day. He gently tucked it into its winter bed as the golden
leaves began to fall into its clean, blue depths. And when all was
green again, he reversed the ritual. Hours and hours of loving
labor went into that pool and its outcroppings, but he never swam
in it. It was for his children an~ subsequently, his grandchildren.

FACES
Lynn Anderson

They did not know if they could fix his face. Her brow
furrowed as she remembered finding him wedged between the toilet
and the bathtub, his pajama bottoms down around his ankles. All
she could see was the back of his head as he lay face down against
the cold, hard porcelain, his nose bent to his cheek. She tried to
imagine what it must have been like, pinioned there for ten hours.
Pressing her hands tightly against the sides of her face, she pulled
the loose, soft skin up on the left side and down on the right
until one eye looked Oriental and her lower lip resembled that of
a stroke victim. She stared into the mirror not quite seeing her
own distorted image.
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It was he who built the covered cabana next to the pool and
strung the hundreds of colored lights , where the weddings of both
of their children had taken place. There were numberless family
cookouts, the last ones with all the grandchildren too. She
remembered him standing over the gas grill, waving his arms wildly
as he always did when he talked, cigarette in one hand and cooking
utensil in the other, b~rking out orders. He was so full of life
and so many loved him.
But that morning
by his own hands with
Surveying his kingdom
liked to think it was
please, God, swiftly.

found him sitting on the wall he had fashioned
rocks from the other side of the garden .
and pleased with all he saw, he died. She
peacefully, contentedly , and swiftly. Oh

When she had arrived home from her errand~ the neighbors and
her husband's brother were there waiting for her. Laden with her
packages, she walked in the kitchen door. They were all staring at
her, fear, horror, and pity mirrored in their faces. She would never
forget their faces.
They would not let her go to him then. They would not let
her hold him one last time. They would not let her touch his
face. For forty years she had lived with that man. For fort y
long, full years she had seen that lovely face with every expression
of life and love upon it. Wasn't it her right to see death in his
face also?
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She remembered how he looked the very first time she had seen
him. There was amused amazement on his face then as he marveled
at the spunk of this tiny, student nurse attempting to throw him
out of her patient's hospital room. She had said no twenty times
before she finally agreed to go out with him~ His eyes sparkled
then. She had seen the tenderness and gentleness reflected in
those same eyes when he held his babies, and then his grandbabies.
She had seen despair and hopelessness mirrored there as he pounded
the nails into the boards over the windows and doors of his store.
It had been the dream that pulled him through the horrors of the
war. It had broken his heart to see it fail. Times were rough for
awhile then, but they had come through. She remembered the pride with
which he viewed her own graduation from nursing school, and then the
graduations of their children. She had seen anguish as they stood
over the hospital bed of their comatose daughter and again at the
troubles of their son. She had seen deep satisfaction and contentment shining in. that face the last Christmas they had all spent
together. That holiday had swept past much too swiftly.
The old grandfather clock on the wall struck its chimes startling
her back to the present. The mirror showed red and white splotches
in the shapes of her fingers on her wet cheeks. She patted her face
to bring back the circulation and noted with surprise that she was
smiling. It was just a little, easy kind of smile, a contented smile.
She reached over to his photograph on the countertop and lovingly
touched his face. Clicking her tongue, she shook her head at her
reflection, then splashed cold water on her face. Hurriedly, she
dragged a comb through her hair. It would have to do, she thought.
She was going to be late for the funeral. Her brow furrowed as she
arranged her hat atop her head and wondered if they had been able to
fix his face.

MRS. ABAKAR

Charlotte E. Brisbon
"Thank you for coming by, Major Whitney," I said, closing
the front door. "Won't you please have a seat?"
"Thank you." The uniformed Air Force officer sat down in a
leather armchair, laid his brief~ase flat on the coffee table
before him, and opened it. "I hope that we can be of some help
to you, Mrs. Galloway."
"'Ms. Galloway'," I corrected, seating myself on the couch
beside Trish, who was holding little Milli and looking very tired.
"Colleen Galloway."
"Ah , yes. II Th e maJor
.
nodded as he took out a tape recorder
and note pad. "You are using your maiden name, then."
"Yes."
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"Very well." He made a note on the pad, then turned on the tape
recorder. "For the record, Ms. Galloway, what was your husband's
name?"
"Abe Abakar. Formerly a first lieutenant in the U.S. Air
Force." Here Milli started crying. I looked at Trish, who nodded
and handed me the baby. "Come to mama, Millikins," I cooed,
stroking the infant's dark, curly hair gently. Standing, "Will you
excuse me, Major? She needs her bottle."
"Of course." He shut off the recorder and seemed to be
interested in his notes, but I could feel his eyes following me
as I went into the kitchen.
Soon Milli was sucking happily on a bottle of formula and
the two of us were once again on the couch before the iron-faced
major.
He turned the recorder back on.
Ms. Galloway?"
I nodded slightly.

"This is your child,

"Ah ... I see.

"Well, first

"Trish and I were both Peace Corps volunteers in a village
from the base where Abe was stationed. Sometimes we had
far
not
to go to the base to get medicine. Abe took an interest in our
work and helped us get through some of the red tape."
The officer nodded.

"That was how long ago?"

"About two years. His enlistment was up a few months after
that and he came to the village instead of returning to the States."
Whitney made another note on his pad.
he prompted.

"And you were married .•• ?"

"Shortly thereafter. By local customs. When Trish and I
completed our time with the Peace Corps, we moved back to the
States and bought a little house and some land here in the countryside."
"And how long ago was that?"

"She is Abe's daughter."

Whitney cleared his throat.
belonged to your friend."

His face began to return to its normal shade.
of all, how did you come to meet Lt. Abakar?"

I had ..• assumed she

"About a year, I think.
she was on the way."

Milli hadn't been born yet, but

"Mmmhmm. You were separated from your husband about four
months ago, is that right?"

"Why?"
"Well ... as you can see," his face began to flush, as from
embarrassment, "they're both, ah ... black."
Trish frowned and said nothing. It was clear that she didn't
like the man, but my best friend wasn't about to give him the
satisfaction of noticing his impertinence. So I grabbed my voice
and faced him.
"Major Whitney," I said, "Abe Abakar was black.
something wrong with that?"

Is there

He flushed even deeper. "No ... no, not at all. Well ...
Ms. Galloway, if I am going to help you find out what happened
to your husband, I will need some information."

"Yes."
"Why ?"
The baby finished her bottle and pushed it away. Trish
took the little girl. "Come to mama, Milliwatt," she said, wiping
the baby's chin and putting het to her shoulder.
"Excuse me." I took the empty bottle to the kitchen, rinsed
it, and put it away to be sterilized later. Then I returped to the
living room. "I'm sorry, Major. What was the question?"
"Why were you separated?"
tape recorder.

He fiddled with a control on the

"Such as?"
He paused a moment and looked at Trish, who stared calmly
back at him. "Excuse me, Ms. Galloway, but does your friend need
to be here for any particular reason?"
"She's in the same situation I am,"
of information did you need, Major?"
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I replied.

"What sort
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"Well, when we moved here there was some controversy about
our marriage, partly because we weren't married in the States. We
started getting phone calls in the middle of the night and
threatening ~tters in the mail. It got ·worse after Milli was born.
Abe started drinking and staying out at night sometimes. He even
talked about reenlisting so he could get away from the people
who were making trouble for us. The relationship couldn't take
it, and the stress wasn't good for Milli. When she was two months
old, he left." I felt like crying. "He said he would come see
us once a month, but he hasn't."
"Was he seeing another woman?
mean."

The nights he stayed out, I

"I see." Infuriatingly, he wrote yet something else on the
pad and then changed the subject. 11 Tell me, who takes care of you?
You don't seem to need anythipg. 11
"The sheriff's deputies make sure we have supplies,"
answered. 11And my parents send money sometimes. 11

I

I see, 11 he said again, turning to a fresh page. 11 I think
I have all the information I need for now. 11 He addressed Trish.
11
Ma'am, your friend says you are in the same situation as she? 11
11

Yes. 11
rock her.
11

"Is this Mr. Bernice Fletcher who used to make saddles?"
a girl asked. In undershirt and patched jeans, Bernie felt
exposed.
"My shop burned."
"The real estate agent gave me your number."

,,

Looking up, "No, of course not! What I meant was that he
was staying outside sometimes, to wa tch for prowlers. He could
have been hurt by wild animals, or • . • or worse."

11

Bernie Fletcher pulled himself to his feet and dragged
across the room to answer his damned phone.
"Hello?" his
voice scratched, like an abandoned windmill.

Trish finished patting the baby's back and began to

"If you wanta buy, price stands firm."
"No, I want you to mend a harness. My instructor says
you're the only man in Nueces County to do it right."
Bernie saw no point in working again. Despite his
refusals, in an hour a car stopped in his driveway. He
hadn't greeted guests since May's funeral.
He stuffed a few
newspapers in the pantry, stopped to put in his upper plate,
and tucked in his shirttail before answering the doorbell .
"Wastin' your time," he told the teenager holding a pile
of black spaghetti like a wet baby.
"Mr. Fletcher, I'm Marcie Cameron.
the best harnessmaker ever."

Noreen says you're

"Ain't workin' no more."

What is your full name, please?"

"Look, this is a horse harness, so I need buckles moved
for my pony. Here, so the blinkers will fit."

11

11

Ms. Trisha Anderson.

11

And your husband was in the Air Force, too? 11

"Send it back."
"I bought it at an army family garage sale."

"Yes. 11
The major jotted down the information. "I'll do what I can,
Ms. Anderson. What was your husband's name? 11
Trish looked at me before answering.

11

Lt. Abe Abakar. 11

"Humpf," Bernice grunted, taking the pile of leather.
The problem was not simple; any shoeman could move buckles
but not English bridle hooks. He felt the fine leather
'
breathing its character. Sweet glycerine mingled with ~he
smell of tanning oil.
Bernie adjusted his bifocals to examine the breast
collar. This'll have to be restitched. Better put in
buckles like expensive harnesses."
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He caressed the traces, reinforced leather, with
stitched singletree buttonholes.
"I think those are OK, cause the cart's long for her."
"Now be careful.
chest."

Shafts mustn't stick beyond her

He asked, "Who?"
"Noreen Majors used to teach riding at taratoga Stable
before it closed. Her place is on Chapman Ranch Road. She's
helping me train my pony to harness."
"'Bout this high with long black hair?" he gestured.
Did he remember designing her saddle years ago?

"Pity.

She cut it a few summers ago

It was right pretty.

"It's beautiful.
won't let me now."

" Sew it, don't n~il it," Marcie interrupted.
"Hold your horses, Littl'un.
slipping on the machine."

Tacks keep it from

Chastened, she watched every move.

"Yes Sir, Noreen says so."

"I guess it used to be.
when she had a broken ar~."

. ~ernie whi~tled under ~is breath, taking each piece,
sl~c~ng old st~tches, tack~ng st~aps in the new position.

Bernie mopped his thinning white hair. Finally, he laid
each piece into Marcie's trunk. She brought her purse.
"T'ain't that easy."
"Sir?"
"See this flower bed? M' wife May set a store by
iillies, but Johnson grass is crowdin' 'ern out. I'll charge
you an hour's weedin' time." He could tell by her confusion
he had got her goat, but Bernie believed time was the test of
appreciation. Now he would see if this dark-eyed gamin was
worth his effort.

Made her a saddle."

Wish I could ride it.

My doctor

"C'rnon." Bernie led the way to his garage, tails of
leather dragging across his kitchen floor.
The girl swooped
them up. As trainbearer, she trotted to keep up with the old
man.
"Can you fix it?"
The idea of a leather job he couldn't do amused Bernie.
He smiled for the first time that day, lips stiff as a
neglected bridle. He flipped on the light and dumped harness
in a heap on his dusty work table. He lifted covers off
lathes and sewing machines, yanking drawers open.
"Waxed
thread here sorn'eres. Beeswax protects thread, don't rot,"
he explained.

Marcie knelt to work. Bernie went inside, front door
ajar to check her progress. Some tall stalks were so deeprooted that she had to stand and tug with both hands. Later,
he brought a Coke.
"Thirsty work."
"Thanks," she said, wiping sweat on her too-big tee
shirt. Her pony tail hung limp. Only a few minor weeds
lurked in the corners. A mountain of grasses lay beside the
lillybed.
"Where do you want these?"
"Throw 'ern in the trash . . M' ol' mule died last year."
"Can I take them to my pony?"
"Not good 'nuf for a horse."
"Moonfire needs greenery for entertainment."
Marcie looked shaky as she toted the heavy armload, but
she carne back steadier.
"Do you have another flowerbed?"
"No.
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I can't bend down to plant no more."
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From under her dark lashes, she offered, "It's only half
an hour. I can sweep your porch."
"Wind blows the dirt back before you get to the end.
tell Noreen' she never could ride a mule."

Go

Bernie, in his old red pick-up under the mesquite tree,
watched people put horses to carts. He spotted Marcie's
sportscar and one-horse trailer, a sparkling white pony tied
behind it. The figure struggling with the governess cart in
the dual-wheel truck looked familiar. Bernie sauntered over.
"Here, I'll lift that, Lady." Bernie reached to take
the cart. Broken wicker scraped his hands.

"Thanks, Mr. Fletcher."
Bernie laughed.
He fried eggs scrambled with memories and seasoned with
sweat and onions. He thought of Noreen and their rivalry,
feeling good about his productive morning uptil the phone
interrupted.
"Hello?"

"Bernie Fletcher, we'll manage.
ramps."

Marcie, set those

Marcie placed the boards, and Noreen lowered the cart.
"~hanks

for coming, Mr. Fletcher," Marcie said.

No one ever thanked Bernie for coming anywhere.

"Bernice, you cock-eyed jackass."
charged, unthinned by age.

Noreen's voice

"What?"

"Noreen , when's my class?" the girl handed the older
woman a program.
"Can't you read for yourself?" Bernie teased.

"You put a child weedin' a garden when spinal arthritis
won't let her ride."
"She didn't say."
"She's stubborn as you."
"I'd a h a d h er d o something else."
"Why not charge money?"
"Don't know how any more without being a cheap fool, nor
skinnin' nobody."
"Next time, charge a dollar a strap."
"You can't set my rates, you ol' she-cat." He hung up,
enjoying the renewed battle. He pawed through the trash for
the morning pa~er thrown out with last week's. A picture of
a horse advert1sed a weekend horse show with an all-breeds
Humpf. Bernie dozed, dreaming of Molly, his
dri~ing class.
anc1ent mule, straining at the traces.

"I have dyslexia, so letters or numbers invert, and I
have trouble focusing on a line."
"Bernie, you ask the damnedest questions." Noreen's
large, capable hand took the program. She ran her finger
"You're fifth, right
across the line to help Marcie follow.
after halter."
Bernie approved Marcie's harnessing procedure. He
imagined Noreen's instruction on each piece. Woman might
call traces "tugs" and lines "reins," but she knew what she
was adoin'.
Marcie drove well, beating a few horses, despite having
the sqeakingest cart in the ring.
"You sound like the Tin Man from The Wizard of Oz if you
ask me," Bernie teased.
"Well, nobody asked you, Fletcher."
"You're right, Sir.

I was so embarrassed."

"Let me work on it.

Ain't ladies' job tightenin' bolts."

She looked doubtful.
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"Charge you a dozen homemade peanutbutter cookies-homemade, mind."
Noreen nodded.
"We'll bring it by Tuesday." Bernie
had eaten Noreen's cookies at playdays a long time ago. That
spinster could bake.
Tuesday Bernie earned his cookies, lubricating each bolt
and torquing it tight. More important, while Marcie made
lemonade, Noreen told him that the girl's father, a colonel,
traveled a lot, leaving her home alone, and that she wanted
to quit school.
"Marcie's bone problem means she needs a job standing
up, but she can't read well enough to cashier. I wanted her
to take Ag Co-op and work for me, but my stable is too small
to qualify." The leathery woman shrugged under her greystreaked hair.

"Here, put this on your desk, Old Man," Noreen said,
handing him a stiff envelope. Bernie's scarred old fingers
found a photo, enlarged and tinted, of a tall, youngish man
riding a sorrel mule in a silvermounted saddle beside a
black-haired woman on a wild-eyed Appaloosa.
"Where?" he spluttered.
"Had it in an old album."

Helen Hogan
Associate Professor, English
SOUTH CAMPUS

TARRANT COUNTY JUNIOR COLLEGE DISTRICT

"Whyn't you leave this cart 'til Monday, n' I'll
refinish her," Bernie offered.
Sanding and shellacking seats and soaking wicker reeds
made only a fraction of Bernie's work that busy we ek . He
organized his garage, made phone calls, placed an ad, and
painted a sign. No point wasting good equipment.
When Noreen and Marcie returned, they didn't mention
the sign on the front gate:
"Saddle Repair." But when Marcie
saw her glistening cart, she cried, "Ooh, Mr. Fletcher, it's
marvelous."
Noreen cut through to serious business.
"Some fool from
a 'Mesquite Patch Saddle Repair' wants this girl to l ear n
leathercraft through the school co-op program. You know who
that might be?"
Be rnie grouched, "Marcie, put the rest of this. here sign
up." He tugged a piece of plywood from behind a table.
Green letters proclaimed:
"Mesquite Patch." The girl grabbed
the hammer and dragged the sign to Noreen's truck. Dust
swirled as she drove toward the gate.
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1989 SCRIPT CONTEST
1989 SCRIPT CONTEST
•

· HONORABLE MENTION

HONORABLE MENTION

NON-FICTION:

HUMOROUS ESSAY &
PERSONAL/REFLECTIVE ESSAY

Thai Nguyen, "Voyage to Freedom"

POETRY:

Anita Handy, "Divorce Can be Positive"

Todd A. Petriscak, " If Men Could Laugh Aloud
When Death i s Near"

Karen E. Svenkeson, "The Aging Farm"

Mae L. Brisbon, " E = MC 2 Means I Love You"

Grace Kirchhefer, "Life: The Preferable Choice"

Brian Robert Wise , "The Rubyheart "

Nolana Dee Paslay, "My Kitchen"

Ricardo Pando, "One"

Anthony A. Douglas, " That ' s Him"

Gail Elliott Clark, " Expiry of Rage "

Madeline Smithson, "Life With Cub Scouts"

Eugenia P. Woodfin, "Riddle One"
Melissa K. Robison, "Relative and Parallel"

NON-FICTION :

TECHNICAL ESSAY &
LITERARY CRITICAL ESSAY

Anthony A. Douglas, "My For Ever Friend"
Randy Baker, "Grandpa"

James David Wall, "An Ana l ysis of Religious Impact
and Meaning in t he Writings of Anne Bradstreet"

Melissa K. Robison, "Tea With Pain"
Jeremy Opperman, "Hallucination? "

FICTION:

SHORT STORY

Brent Taylor Robinson, "Nothing More"

Cur t Dennis , " The Old Man"
Todd A. Pe t riscak, "The Devil's Tomb"
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BABY COME BACK TO ME

€ass sat at the bar listening to the swanky music as it swirled
upward, mingling with the smoke. It sounded vaguely like something
from the 30's or 40's but someone screwed it up with a country twang.
"Damned shame," she thought. She looked around the dimly lit hotel
' bar. Through the thin film of smoke she noticed the blinking lights
of the jukebox against the far wall and thought about David. It felt
good to get away, out of their house. No not their house, it was
her house. She turned her attention back to the music. It seemed so
familiar, yet she couldn't place it.
The place was pretty empty tonight; only six people: two
couples, Cass, and a gentleman at the other end of the bar desperately
' trying not to notice her. However, she's not one of those people
you can ignore. It's nut beauty, her appearance is striking. It
leaves an image with you and for the rest of your life you'll know
that face; the slightly turned-up fawn colored eyes, the thick eyebrows, the full lips (always glossy), not-too-high cheekbones, and
the nose that may have been just a little too large. What kicks
it in for anyone who sees her is the cocked half-smile she gets
when she's thinking about somebody's life she'd like to ruin.
And that's exactly the look she carried when Josh decided he
couldn't not-notice her anymore. He lifted his clean-cut face
from staring at the spinning icecubes of his drink. Josh stared
long and hard, drinking up every bit of her; from her ash blond
hair to the blue silk shirt that didn't exactly hide her femininity,
down to the black miniskirt smoothing over her hips, onto the soft
curves of •.. Josh stopped cold. Suddenly the little smile once aimed
at no one in particular began to take aim towards him. He grinned at
Cass sheepishly, asking forgiveness with his eyes for giving her
the ol' once over. Her eyes met his with a challenge instead:
"Continue, if you dare. Speak, if you can. Come closer, if you
have the nerve to do it." Josh marveled how something so hard
could come from someone who looked so soft.
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"He's scared of me," Cass thought, and the smile/smirk ·crept
up her cheeks. "The man is truly terrified." Inside she laughed,
then cried, and the music and the smoke swirled higher. She checked
him out like she caught him looking at her, slowly, carefully. His
hair was smoothed back in dark waves, the white starched shirt and
pink silk tie came together with khaki baggy pants, and she couldn't
•
miss the navy blazer tossed carefully on the stool next to him.
"My God, is he from the January issue of GQ?" she thought. "Couldn't
be." And she was right, he was just an average model-looking guy.
Still, Cass couldn't decide whether she would allow him to
talk to her. "He's nothing like David. Stupid, David is gone.
That's why you're in this hellhole to start with. You don't want
David, remember? You're the one who threw him out for not doing
'
enough of the housework." Her mind was screaming at
her. The
challenge dropped from her eyes and they pleaded Josh to save her
from her thoughts.

Josh's eyes, which had dropped back to his icecubes, throbbed
with the beginnings of a headache. The heat in the room jumped
ten degrees in an instant and sweat beaded on his forehead. The
music, a sickening 30's country version of "Baby Come Back to Me,"
filled his head, poured from his ears, and rose with the smoke to
the ceiling. Josh gathered the nerve to meet the iceburg head-on
and stood up, turning to greet her with a smile on his face. But
something in her challenge had changed, so he just adjusted his
pants and tie, cleared his throat, and sat back down, returning
to the ever-enthralling icecubes and sick music. "What in the
hell is the matter with you? She's just a goddamn broad. You've
never, had this problem before. (You've used that line in bed a
few times.) You're a suave guy. Why are you so .• so what? Admit
it. You're scared. Scared she'll kick you're ass." He glanced
up as one of the couples left. "That bitch! She's ruining me in
front of people.

that.) She pulled a cigarette from the pack on the counter in front
of her, Benson & Hedges De-Luxe Ultra Light Menthol lOO's. The
bartender set down the glass he was drying and offered her a light.
She ignored it and lit her own, taking in a long drag, then blowing
the smoke out in a slow stream. "That's the trouble with men. They're
always going out of their way to try and kiss your ass," she thought •
Cass wished once, just once, David had stood up to her, said 'I love
you' first, or told her to kiss off when she was nagging, which was
most of the time. But he hadn't, what a wus. Damn him!
"Damn her!" Josh thought. He watched her light a cigarette
then lower the slender object from her lips as she exhaled. The
cigarette dangled loosely in her hand as if she were about to drop
it. He took a final glance at the most intimidating woman he had
ever seen and finished his half glass of scotch in one swallow.
He turned from his stool and walked out the door without looking
back. And as the smoke and the music followed him into the chilling
night air Cass whispered, "Don't go." But he didn't hear her.
Neither had David.
Michelle Gaston
R.L. Paschal High School

Cass watched him stand then sit again. The music and smoke
twisted a sweet turban around his pretty head. She recognized the
song. "Baby Come Back to Me" had been one of David's favorite
songs and someone had to go and screw it up. No more force in her
stare now. It had gone to pure pain. (David did enough of the
housework.) She put a thumb each temple to block out the memories.
(David did all the housework. You know the truth.) The couple in
the corner stood up . Cass watched the man help his date with her
coat then put his arm around her as they left. (David used to do
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Now I look down at my wrists. The telltale scars are still
there of course - to remind me of other pain and other people saying
goodbye .

•

I have a choice now. I can either sleep with Jack tonight or,
well I won't think about the or. It's too painful.
I walk into the bedroom and sit on the bed. I take another
swig of whiskey. It burns my throat, an almost bitter taste that
reminds me of tears.
He said goodbye, and shut the door with a bang. A bang that
said "ha" and filled my heart with - what? Hate, pain, dread,
loneliness?
He said goodbye not "See you later," or "I can't wait till
Friday, Babe." Just goodbye. Then he shut the door, and the
door said "Ha."
I walked back into the living room. It looked so bright and
cheerful this morning, now · it looks, well, like it's mocking me.
It's telling me I'm alone again, the room is also saying "Ha."
The window is open and I can hear his footsteps on the sidewalk.
Leaving me, forever.
The door to the liquor cabinet is slightly ajar. It looks
like an invitation. "You are cordially invited to a fun filled
night with Jack Daniels and Jim Beam. For entertainment we have
Bloody Mary and the Tequila Sunrise Band. The party starts as
soon as He says goodbye." Who could refuse such an offer? After
all, I am cordially invited.
I grab Jack by the neck and take him to the bedroom. The cool
summer night is finally sweeping the heat from my apartment, but only
under the rug. It's still there, waiting until about noon tomorrow
to come crawling out again at full force.
I take a swig from the bottle and I hear Mother say, "A lady
drinks spirits from a glass, never a bottle."
I whirl around before I realize the voice is in my mind. "Go
to hell Mother," I answer back- then I laugh. My laugh sounds
strange - more desperate than happy.
I go into the bathroom and fetch the razor. Standing, looking
into the mirror I see a girl, a pretty girl. She has auburn hair
and sad brown eyes. My Daddy always says if you look deep into my
eyes you can see forever. All I see is a living hell.
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The razor is still in my hand.

It's later now. The midnight express went by. The train was
mocking me too. It was saying "alone again, alone again, alone
again, alone again, alone ..••• "
When the sound finally vanished an owl hooted "Who?"
didn't know, me of course.

Like he

I've made my decision. My bottle is half empty. I don't want
to face the rest of the night with Jack - or the misery I will feel
in the morning. The morning is the worst. Waking up to a new day,
the sound of children's voices and the clatter of milk bottles as
the milkman sets them on the front steps. I will wake up with a
smile on my face and stretch. Outside my window will be a sparrow
chirping, maybe even s~nging. As I turn my head to look out the
window I will see the bottle and the razor and I will remember the
night before. That memory will cause clouds to cover the sun and
the children's voices to sound harsh, and of course the sparrow will
fly away.
Yes, I'm very familiar with that scenario. It's happened
before. It hurts. I can't handle another morning like that. I
would go crazy. They would sena me back to that nice doctor in
that nice hospital with all those nice people who believe they are
Napoleon or Lincoln. I definitely don't want anymore of that.
An hour has passed. Whenever my mind strays the wrong way I
feel the jagged edge of my heart tear up something inside of me.
It doesn't feel too good.
The full moon is so bright it's almost like daylight.
see part of it through my open window, it looks so big. It
silver on the razor, which is now on my bedside table. The
stop chirping, in anticipation. This is my cue - I pick up
razor.
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Jack is kind t o me, he dulls my senses. The moon is s hining
scarlet on my razor now. It's fascina ting t o wa t ch the blood s eep
into my bedspread. It reminds me of the gr ound absorbing rainwater after a drought. Another train goes by . This one isn't
mocking, " goodbye now, goodbye now, goodbye ••• " The owl remains
silent .

MISFORTUNE

Alison Leigh Crouch
Sam Houston High School
RICHARD TILLMAN, M. D. DELIVERS HIS FIFTH SET OF QUINTS
FREDAY EVENING , ALL FIVE SURVIVE , AGAIN! J ene t t e Mackaby set
down the morning paper and began to s t uff the lunchsacks while
waiting for the car pool t o a r rive . Ten year s had gone by since
the day Jenette unmasked Richar d's hidden calling in life. The
years had produced three beautiful additions to the Mackaby
family which began because of the young Richie Tillman .
"Here, Honey , take these Valium tablets like a good boy . "
Jenette handed her husband two white pil ls and a glass of water
and watched him gulp them down . Harold Mackaby had just returned
from the hospital with a perished leg that broke when tripping
down a group of stone steps on the way home from La Mas training .
"I ' m so sorry , Jenette, this is our first baby and I can't
even experience it with you . " Harold squinted his eyes and
gasped at the over bear ing pain .
"Now don' t you worry about it , Harold, we still have two and
a half weeks left until the baby ' s due. By then the pain in your
leg will have gone away . Relax, darling , and let the Valium take
effect . Oh! •.. Oh!"
"What is it Jene t te!" screamed Harold .
"It's nothing , the baby's just kicking a little . " Jenette
grasped Harold ' s hand and placed it on her protruding belly gently.
" Feel it? It can te l l you' re home ." The baby r esponded to
Harold ' s touch as Jene t te refused t o admit to t he painful cramp
that took over he r body .

·385608 6 8 053.
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" I love you , Har old, " she whispe red wobbling out of the
r oom leaving him alone as his body surr ender ed t o the pain killers.
Jenette t urned on t he television as the pain slowly dwindled away
and she began t o watch her 2 : 00 soap.
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Thirty minutes into the show Jenette had a strong craving for
some ice cream and slowly rose from the sofa to make the long
journey to the kitchen. She filled the bowl with an overflowing
mass of the creamy delight and started to indulge herself. A
small twinge of pain beat upon her abdomen and like a tornado
siren as it strengthened its intensity little by little until the
overbearing climax range through her body and the bowl of ice
cream fell to the ground shattering into a million pieces. Jenette
braced herself on the counter breathing slowly as the pain died
down to a gentle murmur. She felt the spilt ice cream drip down
her leg as she reached for a towel, wiped the slime off her leg
and stumbled back to the sofa to finish her soap opera.
'
"It's only a little kicking, that's all, everything's
going to be fine," Jenette repeated to herself over and over
again trying to ignore the pains that were now twenty-two minutes
apart. But, the cramps only became faster and harder to repudiate
as the clocked ticked.
An hour and a half went by as Jenette, still nestled on the
sofa, realized that the creature inside of her was not playing
games. The pain was too hellacious to ignore, so she struggled
to the phone to call the kid next door.
Richard Tillman was cutting and gluing decals on his model
airplane that he had devoted himself to since the last summer.
Richie resembled your typical "skippy." At age seventeen, he was
incredibly clumsy and terrified of any member of the opposite
sex. He never went out, and had an annoying stutter that only
enhanced his lack of self-confidence.
The phone rang three times before his brain registered itself
out of the awe of gluing decals on his prized possession. He
reached for the phone and forgot that some glue had dripped on
the palm of his hand.
"H .. h .. hello .. umm T .• Tillman residence. R.. Richard Tillman
speak .. king," replied Richie in a nasal trimmed, high-pitched
whimper.
"Richie, this is Jenette next door.
I need a ride to the hospital."

This is very important.

"I. .Is it the bbb .. b .. baby M•. mrs. Mack .• k .• aby. Oh m.. mm .. my
g •. gosh, it's the b .. bbay! Oh golly g •. gee whizz!" Richie got so
excited that he accidentally kicked the table holding the airplane
and it took flight across the room.
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"Calm down Richie, it's probably a false alarm but I just want
to make sure. Also, make room in the back of your Volkswagon,
Harold is coming with us conscious or unconscious. I promised him
that he would be there every step of t·he way."
Richie slammed the phone down and tucked the scissors in his
back pocket. He suddenly realized that his hand wouldn't release
the telephone. In a rush of panic, he ripped the super-glued palm
off the receiver leaving a slab of skin stuck and a trail of blood
in his path as he dashed out of his room.
"M ... Mrs. M.• Mackaby, c .• c .. ome on, l..let's g •. go!" Richie
had barged through the Mackaby's front door with such fury that
because of his excitement the screen had flown off and the lamp
next to the television smashed against the wall. He found Jenette
on the sofa suffering from the next labor pain which occurred just
fifteen minutes from the previous one .
"It's o.k. Richie, it only lasts a couple of minutes."
, Small beads of sweat formed on her upper lip as she slowly exhaled
the pain away.
"There. Richie help me to the car." Richie adjusted his
drooping pants and clumsily helped Jenette out the door and to
the yellow VW Bug parked outside. His hands were gyrating sponges
as he failed to slide the key into the ignition until Jenette
jabbed it in herself.
"Richie! Calm down. You're not the one having this baby.
Oh no, we forgot to get Harold. Richie, fetch my husband and
be careful." She began timing her pains (now thirteen minutes
apart) and breathing slowly and deeply preparing for her next
cramp.
Richie leaped out of the front door with Mr. Mackaby's
rag doll body hanging from his shoulders. After several failed
attempts of fitting Harold's body in the tiny back seat, Richie
resorted to sticking the stiff plastered foot out the car window.
Richie was by now bathing in his own pool of sweat and shaking
furiously as he backed out of the driveway with a screech and
mangled his kid brother's bicycle by the curb.
The car hit ninety and ran two red lights before entering
the tollway while the heavy weight in the back seat thumped against
the vinyl. Jenette was drenched with perspiration as her deep
breaths became shorter and shorter with the labor pains.
"Don't pay Richie!

Don't pay.

Just get to the hospital!"

"B .. b.but M.. M.. Mrs. Mackaby .. I gottal"
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"Bull shit .•. OOh •.• Oh my God, Oh my God ... (gasp, gasp) .••
I think this is it, Richie!"
Richie smashed through the toll booth leaving a trail of orange
and white wood shingles in his path.
"Uhh oohh ..• M.. Mrs. M•. MMackaby, it 1 s a t .• ttraffic jam. There
must have been a w.• wreck in the 5:00 r .. rush!" Richie slammed on
his brakes to avoid the stopped car ahead but lightly collided with
its bumper. Jenette's water broke and spilled over the front seat
as a head lethargic rose from the back seat.
"Hey, where am I. What a nightmare! I dreamed I had this
broken 1 .. AAH! I do have a broken leg!" Harold's blood shot
eyes searched the setting, but after a long sigh the eyeballs
rolled into his head and he fell back again with a thud. Jenette
puffed furiously as the torturous cramps swept through her body.
"M .• Mrs .. M.M .. M.. MMackaby what do I do?" Tears were streaming
down Richie's face and his red face was hot with fear. Cars were
backed up for miles. There was no way to reach a hospital or an
ambulance. Richie opened his door and stumbled to rescue Jenette.
He helped her to the side of the road and laid her on the ground.
"Uh .. Uh .. Umm j .• just c •• calm down Richie! .. This is just a b .• bad
d .. dream . .. you will ww •• wake up a .• any m.. minute nn.nn .. now!"

"Richie! Richie, I'm starting to p .. ppush. Just find the head
and h .. h .• elp me out. Straighten up! Be brave!" Jenette felt herself dilating inch by inch and began heaving and pushing with vigor.
She was at the mercy of the being's unyielding determination. It
beat and thrashed against the innermost walls of her flesh.
Richie's hands stopped shaking and zephyr of courage blew
through his body. The baby's head glided through and Richie reached
for the tiny baldness . Jenette pushed one last passionate push as
a large smile of relief stretched across her face and joyous laughter
rang from her quivering lips. Eyes of fear were replaced with
wonderment as Richie gently led from darkness the crying face, the
wrinkled little fingers, the crunched toes, and the long, shiny
coil that stretched behind. He remembered the scissors stored in
his ~ack pocket and drew them out forcibly like a brave knight
ready to fence. With grace and confidence, he cut the dangling cord
and embraced the released infant.
Richie's face seemed to look different as he held the new
creation. It was as if a new soul entered him that very moment,
Richie became Richard.
He cradled the slimy mass, looked at Jenette, and in a rich,
masculine, stutter-free voice said, "It's a boy, it's a beautiful
baby boy."

Jenette could feel the gravel under her back and she felt her
insides tie themselves into knots.

Jenette picked up the morning paper again and gulped down the
last drop of coffee from her mug.

"B •. be • . s .. strong, J .. Jenette .. I'm right h •• hh.here." Richie
squeezed Jenette's hand and breathed with her to stifle his own
trepidation . Jenette's pains continued every three minutes for a
half an hour and every minute for another half an hour . Richie
continued to hold her hand when suddenly Jenette screamed in agony.

"Mommy, Mommy, my car pool is here I need my lunch!" yelled
a 10-year old voice from the next room. A tear gently · sprouted
from her eye and rolled down her cheek which dripped from her chin
and landed on the name RICHARD. She put down the morning paper
and picked up one of the lunchsacks.

"R .. Richie, spread m.. my legs I've got to push!"
"B .. but I don't know wh •. "

"I've got it all packed and ready to go for you, Richie!"
Sallie Pummill
R.L. Paschal High School

"Just spread them, DAMMIT .• Let your instincts g .. g .. uide
(puff, puff) y .. y •. ou!"
Richie crawled to her opposite end and slowly spread her legs.
He was now stone white with fear except for a faint blush of
embarrassment. Cars honked in the background and a crowd of
spectators who heard the scream watched from their car windows.
"I..I..can't. .I. .can't d .. do it!"
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CHEATING:

I

EDUCATION'S EPIDEM IC
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~)
Cheating is the most obviously overlooke d hindrance to
learning in public education today. Teachers, students, and
the very system itself both encourage and provoke this dishonest y,
and all parties grow extremely hostile when the subject is spoken
against . The students prefer not to work, the teachers prefer
not to deal with the students, and the system is either blind
or pretends ignorance . The time has come to go beyond the
barriers of fear and expose an epidemic of hypocrisy that is
only getting worse.
I believe there was once an idea that one goes to school
to learn, though this has rarely, if ever, been demonstra ted
to me. The entire basis of our existence in school is the scores
in our records, no matter how we acquire them . Because of this,
a large number of students do not even bother studying at all
for tests, as they have mastered the one art that they have been
shown by the school matters and brings rewards -- cheating. Often
they prey upon the few honest students for answers, and end up
scoring just as high or higher than the honest kids do! Needless
to say, this can be detrimen tal to the number of students who
actually study, with the reasoning being "Why should I bother?
The grinning cheater next to me doesn't have to study , but he
gets better grades than I do!"
I am not putting complete blame for the decaying morality of
our school system on the administr ation, though. It's no surprise
that students cheat and feel no guilt whatsoeve r when their parents
demonstra te the same irrespons ible behavior in their presence all
of the time, even sometimes in a jocular manner ("HA! I fooled HIM,
what an idiot!")! Parents condone cheating without even thinking
about it ("Johnny, if you make one more bad grade, you ain't going
anywhere! Make the grade! Make the grade!"). Without putting
stress on obtaining knowledge parents berate their children if they
don't make good grades, so the kids do what comes naturall y-- they
cheat. If Mommy and Daddy think it's okay, it has to be okay, right?

Teachers do not conscious ly support cheating, but I believe
many of them do conscious ly ignore it. When a teacher hands out a
multiple- choice test with no variation s for diff erent students and
then turns his or her back on the class, I would say he or she is
ignoring it. It seems that many teachers either do not want to
make the effort to address what they see as a hopeless probl em or they
are scared to speak out. If they are forced to acknowled ge the
problem's existence , many of them will still refuse to do so individua lly .
At such times, they will say such nerve- wr acking, futile things as
"Well, if I were one of you students, I wouldn't let anyone steal my
grade by cheating. " My question to these teachers is: What do you
expect us to do? Usually this statement seems to have overtones of
physical violence, which has to be the most absurd and childish way
of dealing with a problem that exists! The teachers should realize
this, and if they would only stop to think about what they are
sayitig I believe most of them would see their error, but they do not
want to think about cheating; they want it to go away by itself.
Well, I have a dose of reality for these misguided souls -- problems
DON'T go away by being ignored!
The student's role in the cheating epidemic is perhaps the most
obvious, as the majority of them have little or no scruples about
cheating at least occasiona lly, and many of them cheat in place of
studying for all of their exams! Pressure to aid the cheaters is
put upon all of the remaining honest students , and especiall y on
those known for making exception al grades. In the end, the outstanding students always get the worst of the deal, for if they do
not let their classmate s cheat from their tests, they are considere d
"uncool," and if they do let them cheat, they run the risk of being
caught and having the same penalty as the cheater (though honestly,
the percentag e of times cheating is actually detected is pitifully
small). I understan d why teachers punish both parties equally on
these occasions , as there is no way of telling who is actually to
blame, but I'm not at all sure that the teachers understan d what
motivates honest kids to cooperate with dishonest ones. The only
way to stop this from happening is to make cheating, at least
student-t o- student cheating, impossibl e .
I know of no methods but one to truly prevent student- to-studen t
cheating, and it requires more of an effort than most teachers wish
to make. This is the method of multiple testing, having several
different tests around the classroom during exams. If there is no
one within three seats of a student with a test matching his or her
own, it greatly decreases his or her chances of stealing another
student's answers; in fact, it virtually nullifies them . In this way,
the pressure is taken off the honest students who do not really wish
to shar e their answe r s but are afraid not to , and the former answerthieves are forced to fend for themselve s. Admittedl y , the cheaters
wil l probably devise another way to cheat , bu t it wi ll probably be
a much more danger ous method as far as their odds of getting caught -who knows , they might actually decide t o study!
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This method, I realize, is not really a cure for the cheating
epidemic, but I'm afraid it is the best we can do until there is a
reform in our current value system. If only, somehow, children
could be taught from an early age that the important thing is to learn
rather than to accumulate high marks, then perhaps the cheating
epidemic would die out . However, we have to start somewhere in order
to conquer any problem, and I believe that multiple te$ting is a good
beginning.

A FALSE

being greatly exaggerated, and the majority of the students will
pass me off as being "uncool." However, I am not writing this for
their approval; I'm writing this to expose a problem that has been
ignored far too long. I believe that there are many people in my
school who feel the same way about this dishonesty as I do, and in
my speaking out I am attempting to show them that it is not just all
right, but absolutely necessary, to feel disgust for the educational
hypocrisy that surrounds us. I cannot be assured that they will
even hear me, much less respond to my cry for honesty; I can only hope
that their true feelings about justice have not been completely
squelched by peer pressure and fear. For the sake of our education,
I hope they have not.

1

The shimmering blue dome overhead was burdened not with a
cloud, and the air reverberated with the crystal-shattering
shrills of songbirds. Sunshine jitterbugged into every corner,
crack, and crevice, making sure she warmed everyone and everythiQg in her path, relieving the chill the prickly fingers of
winter had left on our hearts. The glow Miss Sunshine left
behind as she made her way across the globe was perfect: warm
enough to bring a healthy flush to the cheeks and a glimmer of
perspiration to the upper lip, but not uncomfortably hot. A
slight breeze maintained the fine line between too much and
just right. Never has a day invigorated me so. February 26, a
perfect spring day - but only in Texas!
My theory is that there are only three ways to spend days
like today:
(1) alone, outside, thinking and/or writing,

Jeff Holt
Southwest High School

(2) with someone very special, outside, walking, talking,
enjoying the company and the world,
(3) or with twenty or thirty of your closest friends at
a lake or park with a frisbee.
I could have taken any of the above, but I chose #1. Today
was too pretty to have anyone else screw it up. I put on my
bathing suit for the first time in months, stuck my tongue out
at my figure and my paleness, and proceeded to my favorite spring/
summer spot - Grandaddy's pool. Easing my tip-toes into the
crystal blue suddenly reminded me that it was only February and
there was snow on the ground last week. I resorted to just plain
old laying out and trying to rid myself of the glaring whiteness just a day of rest and relaxation. With that notion came my
second clue that spring hadn't quite arrived. My bare feet
recoiled in horror when they stepped out onto what they remembered
as plush green grass. Instead, the summer greenery was still
winter brownery, and it crunched and crackled under my non-clad
toes as dead dry winter grass does.
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When the mercury reaches the seventy degree mark for the
first time of the year, Texas seems rejuvenated. This morning
crisp spring sunlight pried my lids open and beconned me outside and with the day looking as perfect as it did I just couldn't
resist.

In closing, I would like to acknowledge the fact that this is
not an essay that is going to make me popular with either the students
or the faculty in my school. I speculate that, if this paper is
circulated, the majority of the teachers will ten~ to pass it off as

..

SIMPLY

I would not give up yet! Settling in the lawn chair I closed
my eyes and let the sun melt iike butter upon my skin. Nothing
ever felt so good. Thoughts floated in and out of my head like a
radio that couldn't hold a station. And I slept. I woke up three
hours later to a painfully pink me and a quickly paling evening
sun.

A stranger in the mirror,
Blood stained on his hands;
I stand back and scream in

I returned home in a childishly joyful mood. I noticed the
overflowing parkinglots of the park and the crowded oike trails as
I drove past them. Even after short winters like ours (they're
still dreary), warm weather seems to remotivate people into exercise
being out of doors, and maybe for some just into being. I'm
definitely a warm weather person. I can't stand being cooped up
in my house watching bleary gray day after bleary gray day pass.
The day after Groundhog's Day I begin to count down, so as not
to miss a single minute of my precious spring.

terror
At the grisly man.
A drop of blood upon a flower,
A trembling pure white rose.
To grow it took hours;

Before I go to bed tonight I will think about my glorious day
and smile. Then I'll switch on my TV, set the sleep timer to turn
it off for me, and watch the news. I'll wait, smiling with fingers
crossed, for Harold Taft to deliver the forecast of more warm
weather. But alas, my smile fades, egads, A COLD FRONT! Could it
be?!
Today - just a FALSE ALARM?! I'd give up one hundred tomorrows
for another today. Disappointment rises, then falls with the
realization that the real thing often follows a false alarm.
I think I'll die of anticipation.

To die it simply froze .
I stare through a haze of
insanity
Born out of burning hate,
I pray to save humanity,
Yet I know that it's too
late.

Michelle Gaston
R.L. Paschal High School

I dream of smoke and fire,
People are screaming at every
turn.
To grow we took forever;
To die we simply burn.
--Alison Leigh Crouch
Sam Houston High School
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Sinuous Passions
You slither through my life
Like a snake in the garden.
Your scales, body armour,
Glisten in the gracious moonlight.

It happens in my head

Lilce you had been and would be

Every night

'lhere forever.

I'm in a boat

Yet in canfort

Hj.Jllg on a hook

my skin continues to burn.

Trapped in a fish net.

I reach to the top of my trap

And as I try to get out

And grasp a

To cut the net 80CD8how

Your sable eyes are cold, menacing.
And as you open your mouth

'lhe heat fran my fingers

'lhe grooved rope burns

Creates a torch

And cuts

Burning the soft blue denim.

Into my sun-crisped skin.

To expose a forked tongue,
I ask myself,

I fall.

SUddenly

Gnto a wooden floor

I lose touch

"How could I love such a thing?"
But when you smile
And silently hiss my name,

Beneath the deck.

all sight and no sea

As I begin to arise

all hearing and no gulls

A net

all voice and no screams or cries

Is thrown upon me

But I feel softness

And an old man

For the net

It is then I know the answer:

lowers again

Has beccme your worn denim jacket

the hook.

Oversized and cradling

I am a serpent, too.

I rest and contemplate.

Comforting
And

--Robert Altizer
R.L . Paschal High School

It could be worse.

your scent surrounds me.

I could be free .

Musty.
--Tara Damommio
Sam Houston High School

An old man musty.
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HONORABLE MENTION:

Our Thanks!

SHORT STORY

The following students submitted entries to this year's SCRIPT. Although we
could not publish all entries, we appreciate each student's participation.
Brian Stricklin, "Second to None"
Trinity High School
Suzanne Rekow, "Clover Kitty"
R. L. Paschal High School

'

HONORABLE MENTION:

POETRY

Michelle Gaston, "Innocence Worn"
R. L. Paschal High School
Jennifer Robinson, "Virginia"
Sam Houston High School
Sharon R. Gamez, "The Fox"
Burleson High School

HONORABLE MENTION:

THE ESSAY

Jacqueline Randolph, "Secret Turmoil"
0. D. Wyatt High School
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Lynn Anderson
Catherine Bacon
Randy Baker
April Bourdier
Charlotte Brisbon
Mae L. Brisbon
Melissa Brown
Lisa Burk
Darren Keith Butler
Yvonne H. Campbell
Cathie J. Carroll
Mark Carroll
Patsy Cathey
Gail Elliott Clark
Lori Crowder
Thomas W. Daugherty
Curt Dennis
Anthony A. Douglas
Pam Doyle
Shawn Dyer
William Erwin
Brenda Ethridge
Debra M. Golding
Cora Goodwin
Delbert R. Griffith
Gordon Guild
Stacy Hamner
Anita Handy
Richard W. Hill
Demetria Hubbard
Rodney K. Jackson
Lisa Jenkins
Helen B. Johnson
Grace Kirchhefer
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Thomas McCluskey
Matt McCullar
Shari Millikan
Sarah Morman
Thai Nguyen
Stacy Nobles
David Scott Oliphant II
Jeremy Opperman
JoeL. Padilla
Ricardo Pando
Nolana Dee Paslay
Jeri Petersen
Todd Petriscak
Cynthia Denise Phillips
Brent Taylor Robinson
Melissa Robison
Thomas D. Rockman, Jr.
Deborah L. Sainte Ama
Gary Shafer
Andy Smith
Madeline Smithson
Dee Stevens
Pamela Stewart
Karen E. Svenkeson
Mary Traylor
Linda Trevino
James David Wall
Marlene Wallace
Debra Warner
M. Kay Watkins
Rose Williams
Brian R. Wise
Eugenia Woodfin

